
Pack Size Bottle (USD)

CASK WINE

Orange River Cellar Natural Sweet Rose 4 x 5 Litre 12.00

Orange River Cellars Dry White 4 x 5 Litre 12.00

Orange River Cellars Dry Red 4 x 5 Litre 13.00

YEOMAN GROUP WINE LIST



CHAMPAGNE & SPARKLING WINE

Orange River Cellars Brut Sparkling Wine 6 x 75cl 5.00

Orange River Cellars Non-Alcoholic Sparkling Wine (Red & White) 6 x 75cl 5.00

A refreshing bubbly red or white grape juice 

Joseph Masachs Gran Palas Brut Reserva Cava 6 x 75cl 8.00

Rivani Prosecco Extra Dry N/V 6 x 75cl 12.00

Thienot Brut 6 x 75cl 35.00

Ayala Brut Majeur NV 6 x 75cl 44.00

 A bracing and refreshing sparkling wine with lingering flavours of pear and biscuit, made with 

Chenin Blanc grapes. 

 Light, gold, fruity enticing nose enhanced by a slightly smokey touch. Fleshy, subtle, mellow 

mouth feel; a well balanced fragrant dry sparkler. 

Bright with persistent bubbles, the wine has a fruity aroma of citrus, green apple and acacia 

blossoms. On the palate, the elegant, brut style wine has a pleasant acidity, freshness and a 

soft, round mouth-feel. This golden Prosecco works well with light seafood dishes, hors 

d'oeuvres, or simply on its own.

Ayala, from the House founded in 1860 by Edmond de Ayala and based in Aÿ in the heart of 

Champagne, has been transformed since Bollinger bought it in 2005 and this non-vintage 

proves it. This is a balanced blend of 40% Chardonnay, 40% Pinot Noir and 20% Pinot 

Meunier The result is crisp while not too dry, and therefore drinkable as an aperitif. Apple and 

bright citrus combine with green plums to give a fruity wine that is also structured.

Pale yellow with golden tones. Abundant bubbles of a medium size with a well-shaped crown 

and plentiful foam on the surface. Clean and powerful in the nose - with an aroma of ageing in 

bottle. Fine in the mouth and excellent carbonic. Good structure and an adequate acidity-

body, balance, moderately sweet, soft and good persistence. Magnificent retro-nasal 

sensation. Ideal for serving with fish and slightly spiced foods.



WINES BY COUNTRY

ARGENTINA

Norton Sauvignon Blanc DOC 2015, Mendoza Valley 12 x 75cl 13.00

Norton Malbec DOC 2015, Mendoza Valley 12 x 75cl 14.00

AUSTRALIA

Rothbury Estate Chardonnay NV, South East Australia 12 x 75cl 8.00

Rothbury Estate Semillon/ Sauvignon Blanc NV, South East Australia 12 x 75cl 8.00

Deep rich dusky red colour. Complex aroma of ripe plum, liquorice and black pepper. 

Delicate, spicy notes. Tannins of firm, sweet and mature texture. Very good concentration. 

Round and velvety, wide in the middle of the mouth, long and harmonious finish.

Mid-straw colour with vibrant youthful notes in the glass. Intense stone fruit and white pear 

aromas supported by citrus, stone fruit, melon and subtle oak characters. The palate shows 

rich fruit flavours with supporting oak and a refreshing crisp finish.

Bright, pale yellow, with a touch of green. Intense citrus, including pink grapefruit and fresh 

herbs. Fresh and fruity on the palate with an elegant, balanced finish.

A wonderfully fragrant nose of snow peas, guava and a little passion fruit. On the palate the 

wine is medium bodied with an extra degree of complexity from oak maturation whilst 

maintaining crisp, citrus flavours, with subtle herbaceous notes.



Rothbury Estate Cabernet/ Merlot NV, South East Australia 12 x 75cl 9.00

Rothbury Estate Shiraz /Cabernet Sauvignon NV, South East Australia 12 x 75cl 9.00

Devil's Lair Fifth Leg Semillon/ Sauvignon Blanc 2014, Margaret River  6 x 75cl 26.00

Devil's Lair Fifth Leg Shiraz/ Merlot /Cabernet 2014, Margaret River  6 x 75cl 27.00

CHILE (Colchagua Valley)

Luis Felipe Edwards Pupilla Chardonnay 2015 6 x 75cl 8.00

A generously flavoured blend that gives both the Semillon and Sauvignon Blanc airplay, the 

Semillon lemongrass and citrus, the Sauvignon Blanc passion fruit, lychee and guava. It 

doesn't lose its way, the tram track of acidity guiding the wine through to its finish and 

Cabernet Sauvignon provides up-front dark berry fruit flavour and cassis, with soft tannins on 

the finish providing structure and support. Fleshy Merlot fills out the mid-palate while oak 

maturation adds subtle, integrated oak.

Rothbury Estate has always aimed to make fresh, honest wine styles that can be easily 

enjoyed with food, family and friends. This Shiraz Cabernet displays spice, dark plums, 

chocolates and a touch

Clean, lemon, pineapple, honey and tropical fruit aromas with subtle oak notes. The medium 

bodied palate offers tropical and citrus fruits with hints of vanilla and toastiness. Acidity 

supports the mouth feel with medium length.

From arguably Margaret River's most mysterious and alluring estate, this wine is deep red 

with a solid core. Shiraz provides the backbone to this wine with plenty of plum, pepper and 

spice. Cabernet Sauvignon delivers dark cherry and blackberry fruit, with nice grippy tannins, 

while Merlot fills out the mid-palate with plenty of juicy, fleshy red fruits. The finish displays 

lovely length and a harmonious fruit and oak balance.



Luis Felipe Edwards Pupilla Sauvignon Blanc 2015 6 x 75cl 8.00

Luis Felipe Edwards Pupilla Shiraz Cabernet Rosé 2014 6 x 75cl 8.00

Luis Felipe Edwards Pupilla Cabernet Sauvignon 2015 6 x 75cl 8.00

Luis Felipe Edwards Pupilla Merlot 2015 6 x 75cl 8.00

Luis Felipe Edwards Pupilla Carmenere 2015 6 x 75cl 8.00

Luis Felipe Edwards Gran Reserva Sauvignon Blanc 2013 6 x 75cl 17.00

Luis Felipe Edwards Gran Reserva Shiraz 2012 6 x 75cl 17.00
Aged for a minimum of 12 months in oak barrels, this 100% Shiraz is dark purple in colour. 

Elegant on the nose with notes of blackberry, dark plums and hints of violet. On the palate it 

is rich and concentrated with pleasing vanilla and toasty flavours from oak aging.

The spicy Carmenere is Chile's signature grape. This fruit forward wine has a deep, intense 

ruby red colour, with aromas of plum and cherry, and subtle notes of mocha, chocolate, and 

spices. A pleasing volume on the palate, with soft and round tannins.

Pale straw in colour with a golden hue, this wine exhibits lifted citrus fruit and pineapple 

aromas, mineral and blackcurrant leaf hints. Attractive, fresh lemon peel, pineapple, citrus 

flavours with crisp acidity and juicy mouth feel.

Bright and juicy, this soft rosé shows clean aromas of raspberries and strawberries, with some 

floral aromas. The palate is round, sumptuous and fresh, giving way to a crisp acidic finish.

Typical Cabernet nose of cassis and cherry with some plum and vanilla hints. Fruit driven and 

medium bodied with blackcurrants, ripe cherries and red fruits. Subtle oak, juicy and round 

tannins.

Intense red colour. Fruit driven and medium bodied Merlot, with plum and red fruits. Well-

balanced, subtle oak and mature soft tannins. Easy to drink, and can be enjoyed alone or with 

a variety of foods.

Aged for a minimum of 12 months in oak barrels, this wine shows complexity and volume in 

the mouth, with mature and concentrated fruit flavours. Pale yellow in colour, this 100% 

Sauvignon Blanc has intense green reflections. Aromas of grapefruit, lemon peel, and tomato 

leaves lead this fresh and juicy wine, rounded out by a lingering finish.



Luis Felipe Edwards LFE900 Single Vineyard 2011 6 x 75cl 30.00

FRANCE

Kressmann Solo Chardonnay VDP d'Oc 2015 12 x 75cl 8.00

Kressmann Solo Sauvignon VDP d'Oc 2015 12 x 75cl 8.00

Kressmann Solo Cabernet Sauvignon VDP d'Oc 2015 12 x 75cl 8.00

Kressmann Solo Merlot VDP d'Oc 2015 12 x 75cl 8.00

Kressmann Solo Syrah Rosé VDP d'Oc 2015 12 x 75cl 8.00

Chateau Roc de Segur, Bordeaux 12 x 75cl 10.00
This Bordeaux blend has flavours of rich blackberry cassis, ripe raspberries, cedar and spice 

with a hint of black cherry, herbs and earthiness. The tannins are velvety and supple; the wine 

is very well balanced and has a lovely long finish.

A distinct straw-yellow colour due to careful maceration on the skins. The nose reveals notes 

of box-tree and broom. Volume, liveliness, freshness and elegance make for a well-structured 

wine in the mouth, with good length.

The Syrah grape variety is bled to make this rosé which displays a bright steady colour. The 

delightful and intense aromas of small red fruits leads onto a fresh and well-balanced 

sensation on the palate. It offers a lively and elegant finish.

This single varietal is a powerful and elegant wine expressing all the finesse of the terrior. 

Aromas of cassis and blackberry with hints of mint and pepper. Rich with good length and soft 

velvety tannins on the finish.

The Merlots selected are harvested when perfectly ripe, giving this wine a lovely garnet-red 

colour and a nose of very ripe red fruit. In the mouth the wine is rich and supple, with a long-

lasting finish. Elegant and generous, Solo Merlot is a delicious wine to be drunk now.

Deep garnet red in colour, this blend comprises 36% Syrah, 22% Petite Syrah, 20% Cabernet 

Sauvignon, 18% Mouvedre, 2% Petit Verdot and 2% Malbec. The terroir of the Puquillay Alto 

hills in Colchagua Valley show through aromas of fresh berries, mature cherry, spices, and 

tobacco. This is a powerful and juicy wine, with great volume, present and mature tannins, 

and a delicious lingering finish.

This wine boasts a lovely, brilliant yellow colour with green hints. The bouquet releases 

aromas of citrus and white blossom leading into a well-balanced, fresh impression on the 

palate, nervy with nice long flavours. The all-round impression is very harmonious.



Paul Jaboulet Parallele 45 Rose 2015 12 x 75cl 10.00

Paul Jaboulet Parallele 45 Cotes du Rhone Rouge 2014 12 x 75cl 14.00

Louis Latour Macon-Villages Chameroy 2014 12 x 75cl 16.00

Kressmann Grande Reserve Sauternes 2013 12 x 75cl 19.00

Mas de Cadenet Famille Négrel St Victoire Rosé 2012, Provence 12 x 75cl 19.00

Domain Franck Milet Sancerre 2016 12 x 75cl 21.00

Louis Latour Chablis 2014 12 x 75cl 23.00

Paul Jaboulet Crozes Hermitage "Les Jalets" Rouge 2011 12 x 75cl 24.00

This Côtes du Rhône takes its name from the 45th North Parallel which runs two kilometers 

from the cellars of Maison Paul Jaboulet Aîné. Bright ruby in colour, this elegant wine 

possesses aromas and flavours of fresh red fruits and flowers are lifted by a peppery nuance. 

On the jammy side, with a seamless texture and good finishing breadth and cling.

Maison Louis Latour Macon-Villages Chameroy represents the epitome of classical white 

Burgundy reflecting the fusion between noble Chardonnay grape nad the calciferous terrain of 

the area. It possesses a fresh creamy bouquet which prepares the palate for the suave, 

billowing aftertaste. A refreshing wine with citrus aromas such as grapefruit, well balanced 

and enjoyable.

The Sauternes Grande Reserve offers the opportunity to discover a superb sweet white wine 

from one of Bordeaux's finest regions. Its characteristic golden colour heralds a nose of 

candied fruit and a hint of nuttiness, blossoming into a complex flavour on the palate. A fine 

example of this noble appellation.

Bright salmon pink; typical fresh Provence style. Refined and complex on the nose, with 

summer fruit and floral notes. A blend of flavour and full texture. Enjoy with poultry in 

delicately flavoured sauces, or with lightly spicy dishes.Grenache, Cinsault and Syrah, dry 

and crisp with a delicate finish.

Clear brilliant pale gold robe; powerful nose with aromatic qualities. Very representative of the 

limestone-clay soil found in the village of Bue. Good acidity from the young vintage while at 

the same time displaying a surprising suppleness and roundness. Very long on the palate.

With a blend of 50% Grenach; 45% Cinsaut and 10% Syrah, this wine shows an attractive 

salmon pink colour with brilliant tint; an intense and rich bouquet with very ripe berries with an 

ample ad generous palate of tart redd berrie and an attractive final note of freshness.

 This Chablis has a lovely pale golden colour. The nose is floral with a fresh palate and 

pleasant notes of citrus with a nice minerality on the finish. 

All the characteristics of a syrah from the northern Rhone Valley! Notes of spices, liquorice, 

berries and blackberry jam. A smooth fresh mouth with very soft tannins.



Louis Latour Pouilly Fuisse 2014 12 x 75cl 26.00

Paul Jaboulet Chateauneuf du Pape Les Cedres Blanc 2015 12 x 75cl 38.00

Paul Jaboulet Chateauneuf du Pape Les Cedres Rouge 2011 12 x 75cl 40.00

GERMANY

Axel Pauly 'Generations' Feinherb Riesling 2012, Mosel  6 x 75cl 27.00

ITALY

Cantine Di Ora Soave DOC 2014  6 x 75cl 8.00

Cantine Di Ora Bardolino DOC 2013  6 x 75cl 8.00

This wine shows a green-gold colour and delicate fruit aromas of melons and pears with 

underlying notes of almonds on the nose that are disarmingly seductive. On the palate there 

is a round and full herbal fruitiness that compliments the crisp acidity leading to a satisfying 

finish.

 Fresh aromas of pears, quinces, ripe citrus and almonds are present on the nose. The mouth 

is fresh and balanced with a good acidity which gives the finish a good lift. 

All the characteristics of a syrah from the northern Rhone Valley! Notes of spices, liquorice, 

berries and blackberry jam. A smooth fresh mouth with very soft tannins.

This lively ruby red wine is produced from a combination of Corvina, Rondinella and Molinara 

grapes. The aroma is vinous with a delicate bouquet, whilst on the palate this red is dry, soft 

and lightly bitter.

 Dense, powerful and racy with a large range or aromas starting with sweet spices (cinnamon, 

sandalwood) and finishing with red fruits (strawberries, raspberries) enhanced by a fresh 

balance. 

Axel Pauly is one of the rising stars of German wine. This eminently drinkable Riesling opens 

with fresh hay and yellow fruits. The palate is tangy with fine fruit and crisp mineral character. 

The sweetness and finish and zesty acidity leave your palate refreshed.

Made from Garganega and Trebbiano grapes, this bright straw coloured wine is both delicate 

and fruity on the nose. On the palate, it is dry with good acidity, plus shows pleasant 

fruitiness.



La Gondola Pinot Grigio Delle Venezie IGT 2014  6 x 75cl 8.00

 COPPIERE Chianti DOCG Riserva  6 x 75cl 10.00

Tenuta La Giustiniana 'Lugarara' Gavi di Gavi 2013, Piemonte  6 x 75cl 22.00

NEW ZEALAND (Marlborough)

Spy Valley "Satellite" Sauvignon Blanc 2012 12 x 75cl 14.00

Spy Valley "Satellite" Pinot Noir 2014 12 x 75cl 18.00

Spy Valley Sauvignon Blanc 2015 12 x 75cl 19.00

Tinpot Hut Sauvignon Blanc 2013 12 x 75cl 19.00
Intense aromas of blackcurrant, crushed lemongrass and thyme mingle with passion fruit and 

melon highlights. Underlying ripe fruit and mineral notes from the grapes grown in the Blind 

River sub-region of Marlborough combine well with the more tropical notes from the Wairau 

Valley vineyards. A stylish and pleasantly rich wine, with a fine balance of acidity leading to a 

lingering finish.

Spy Valley produce's some of the most interesting wines out of the Malborough region at the 

moment. Their Sauvignon Blanc is full of the typical pungent gooseberry with racy acidity but 

with lovely mouth-feel. Bright aromas of citrus, feijoa and stone fruit. This wine is graceful and 

delicately balanced, combining fresh fruits with a pleasing mineral finish.

 A dark cherry colour with cranberry, dark chocolate, and coffee notes and a 

generous palate weight with sweet red fruits, subtle spices and a long satisfying 

finish. 

This Pinot Grigio is a bright straw colour, this white is dry, full and harmonious on the palate, 

with a lovely crisp finish. The aroma is delicate floral, with melon aromas.

From Tuscany in Italy, this wine is a blend of Sangiovese, Canaiolo and Trebbiano, this wine 

has a lively ruby red colour with an intense and vinous bouquet with hints of violet. The palate 

is dry and well balanced with light tannins.

Straw yellow and greenish in hue. The wines aromas of white fruit, stone fruit and lime zest 

are immediately beguiling and followed by a subtle yet persistent bouquet of green apples. 

The palate is well balanced with a fresh acidity and good structure. Pleasant almond notes 

linger on the finish.

 Pale straw colour with a ripe citrus, melon and passionfruit bouquet. Secondary 

barrel fermentation notes are very subtle. On the palate a warm season shows 

through with sweet mid-palate richness and an array of fresh fruit flavours. 



Spy Valley Pinot Gris 2015 12 x 75cl 21.00

Spy Valley Riesling 2012 12 x 75cl 24.00

Spy Valley Pinot Noir 2012 12 x 75cl 26.00

Greywacke Sauvignon Blanc 2013 12 x 75cl 31.00

Greywacke Chardonnay 2011 12 x 75cl 45.00

SOUTH AFRICA

ORC Colombar 2016 6 x 75cl 4.00

ORC Sauvignon Blanc 2016 6 x 75cl 4.00

Aromas of pear-drops, melon and honey with ripe citrus and notes of oats and 

nuts in the background. The bright pear-drop and ripe citrus characters are the 

main flavours, very typical of the variety and vineyard sites. The structure 

shows mouth filling grip and richness typical of this full bodied Pinot Gris style.

 With a pale straw colour this wine shows a predominant citrus bouquet with 

underlying florals of green apple. The palate is fine and elegant, with a zesty dry 

finish. Juicy fruit flavours of lemon, lime and freshly picked apple. 

Deep, purple garnet colour with a bouquet of fragrant dried spices, toasted 

nuts, cocoa and plum/boysenberry fruit aromas. The low yielding harvest is 

apparent in the texture and palate density. Layers of red fruits and ground 

spices overlay a mouth filling and complete structure.

A bright fragrance of Clementine orange, fresh limes and a honeyed floral sweetness mingle 

with rich almond butter and a flinty, mealy savouriness reminiscent of freshly mown meadow 

hay. The palate is smooth and textural with lemon and grapefruit top notes wound into a warm 

marmalade brioche. An intricate flavour profile with a sense of subtlety that amplifies to a wine 

of powerful dimension. Pure class from a master winemaker.

Greywacke was created by Kevin Judd, who was instrumental in putting New Zealand on the 

wine map when he was Cloudy Bay's Chief Winemaker. A potent medley of honeydew and 

rock melon with notes of blackcurrant intermingled with layers of delicate citrus blossom and a 

smoky, dill-like complexity. A classic Marlborough vintage showing an exotic salsa-like 

combination of succulent tropical fruit flavours and that hallmark herbal infusion, finishing with 

a zesty citrus tang.

 A refreshingly well balanced wine with fresh, zesty flavours of gooseberry, pear 

and melon.  

 Green pepper and asparagus aromas predominant, whilst on the palate the 

wine is full bodied and incredibly fresh with lime and green pepper flavours. 



ORC Ruby Cabernet 2015

6 x 75cl 4.00

ORC Shiraz 2015

6 x 75cl 4.00

ORC Natural Sweet Rose 2016

A mouthful of Turkish delight, strawberries and summer flavours 6 x 75cl 4.00

Kirstenbosch Blanc NV 2015

6 x 75cl 5.50

Kirstenbosch Rouge 2014

6 x 75cl 6.00

Simonsig Chenin Blanc 2015, Stellenbosch

12 x 75cl 9.00

De Wetshof Sauvignon Blanc 2015, Robertson 

6 x 75cl 9.00This refreshing 100% Sauvignon Blanc is soft with mild acids allowing fresh tropical flavours 

to come to the fore. Hints of green and ripe figs are present and the finish is crisp with a 

lasting clean minerality.

 Ripe fruit and chocolate aromas and flavours with a seductive juiciness, 

supported by smooth tannins. 

 Pronounced savoury and spicy aromas, followed by rich concentrated flavours 

of blackberry and prune. 

 This 100% Viognier shows a floral an lanolin nose followed by flavours of 

green apple, peaches and pineapple in the mouth and ends with a lingering 

aftertaste. 

The wine has a bright straw colour that makes a distinctive presence of passion fruit, 

watermelon and guava. With a lively acidity it pronounces the fruit and coats the palate. An 

abundance of kiwi fruit with tropical nuances satisfies the palate.

 88% Shiraz and 12% Viognier, the lovely fresh and fruity noses followed by a 

combination of ripe berry fruit flavours with herbs and spices. Soft and ripe 

tannins ensure an easy-drinking delight, with a smooth aftertaste. 



Leopard's Leap Unwooded Chardonnay 2016, Robertson 

6 x 75cl 10.00

Leopard's Leap Chardonnay Pinot Noir 2016, Robertson 

6 x 75cl 10.00

Leopard's Leap Sauvignon Blanc 2015, Robertson 

6 x 75cl 10.00

Leopard's Leap Merlot 2015, Western Cape 

 6 x 75cl 10.00

Leopard's Leap Cabernet Sauvignon 2015, Western Cape 

 6 x 75cl 10.00

Bloemendal Estate Waterlilly Pinotage 2014

6 x 75cl 11.00

Simonsig Gewurztraminer 2016, Western Cape 

12 x 75cl 13.00

Prominent aromas of red fruit, raspberry and frangipane balanced by soft yellow fruit such as 

apple and warm citrus. The emphasis of this wine is on mouthfeel. Well balanced, with an 

excellent structure, framed by an elegant finish and textured after-taste.

A fresh, crisp, medium bodied wine made in the New World style. It has upfront aromas of 

passionfruit on the nose with playful undertones of gooseberry and fresh cut apple. The 

palate has a firm yet elegant structure with fresh, crisp apple and lime flavours that leads to a 

zesty aftertaste.

A surprisingly voluptuous, medium-bodied, unwooded Chardonnay made in the New World 

style. The nose has elegant fruit aromas of pear and lime, beautifully balanced by biscuit 

nuances. A well rounded palate reveals flavours of ripe grapefruit and lemon zest, supported 

by undertones of hazelnut that provide a unique aftertaste.

A medium to full-bodied, red fruit-driven wine made in a New World style. Elegant and finely 

structured with soft tannins that create a memorable aftertaste that lingers. Prominent red fruit 

aromas of mulberry and raspberry with subtle hints of blueberries and dark chocolate.

Full bodied, barrel matured, capturing the best of Old and New World style. 

Prominent aromas of fruitcake and mulberry underlined by subtle nuances of 

violet. The palate has prominent flavours of cassis joined by a flurry of other 

dark fruit flavours forming a well-structured ad elegant wine with a lingering 

finish.

 Lovely aromas of black cherry, plums and cloves complimented by a smooth 

and velvety palate. Ripe cherries, hints of mocha, cigar box and strawberry 

reduction. The palate is subtle with a distinct freshness. 

Star-bright pale golden straw colour. On the nose the wine shows elegant floral and litchi 

flavours with hints of rose petals and lime. The richness and complex layered flavours of the 

late harvest grapes cultivate in a delicious, well balanced Gewürztraminer with an elegant 

freshness and silky acidity.



De Wetshof Limestone Hill Chardonnay 2016, Agulhas Coast 

6 x 75cl 13.00

Rhebokskloof Vineyard Selection Pinotage 2014

6 x 75cl 13.00

Simonsig Shiraz 2012, Stellenbosch

12 x 75cl 15.00

Simonsig The SMV (Shiraz/Mourvèdre/Viognier) 2013, Stellenbosch 

12 x 75cl 15.00

Bloemendal Estate Kanonberg Sauvignon/Semillon 2014

6 x 75cl 25.00

Rhebokskloof The Rhebok 2013

 6 x 75cl 60.00

 Vibrant green and yellow hue in appearance, the wine shows its Suider Terras 

origins with aromas of fynbos, herbs and mineral flint; the Semillon shows itself 

with lime cordial and citrus blossoms both on aroma and taste. 

 A Cape blend of 45% Shiraz; 40% Pinotage and 15% Mourvedre, this wine 

shows spicy layers of dark and savoury aromas. New French oak adds to the 

complexity of the wine. Matured in 300L French oak barrels. 

This Chardonnay is made from grapes grown on high calcareous gravely hills. After 

fermentation the wine is matured on the lees in stainless  tanks for a few months. It is an ideal 

companion to appetisers, seafood and light meals. Fresh green apples combined with 

delicate citrus aromas on the nose follow through on the palate with a long tangy finish of 

delicious full round ripe peaches, green apples and nutty, citrus flavours.

 This wine shows ripe plums, black cherries and mocha on the nose. The juicy 

fruit flavours are well supported by perfectly balanced tannins, subtle oakiness 

and a long aftertaste. A great example of the vintage and cultivar. 

Ripe, sweet-fruited and well oaked. This full-bodied and richly flavoured Shiraz is packed with 

blackberry and plum flavours with a voluptuous full body and punchy tannins. It has a firm, 

balanced structure for easy appeal.

Luscious layers of ripe cherries and blackberries with whiffs of decadent chocolate and 

mocha notes. Silky smooth tannins unite the primary fruit components, whilst the wood 

influence moulds the luscious fruit layers with a cinnamon twist. A very soft fruity red with 

vibrant colour.



SPAIN

Marques de Riscal Rueda Blanco 2015, Verdejo 

12 x 75cl 11.00

Marques de Riscal Rosado 2014, Rioja 

12 x 75cl 11.00

Marques de Riscal Tinto Reserva 2011, Rioja 

12 x 75cl 23.00

60% Tempranillo and 40% Garnacha, this wine has an intense, bright, lively raspberry colour. 

On the nose, it reveals intense aromas of strawberry and raspberry, with a hint of blossom. 

On the palate it is fresh, glyceric and balanced, with a finish full of pleasant, crisp sensations.

Cherry-red colour with good robe. Spicy, balsamic aromas of great complexity, with notes of 

ripe dark berries and light toasted nuances. On the palate it is full and tasty, with good 

structure and rounded, elegant tannins. The finish is long and fresh, with a slight reminder of 

the fine oak.

A bright, straw-yellow coloured wine. As you expect from a Verdejo wine, on the nose it has 

high aromatic intensity, with tropical fruit and hints of fennel and fresh grass. In the mouth it is 

both syrupy smooth and refreshing, with a slightly bitter finish which is typical of the variety 

making it long and pleasant to drink. Overall it is a fresh, well-balanced wine.


